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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to provide an argument material in order to open up a discussion concerning educational and political strategies within the field of distance education using a work experience of All Armenian Internet University (AAIU). In the field of computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) the best deifications are where the exploration of the new possibilities is represented by the emerging technologies. In this paper, there is a desire to build learning environments to support a range of distributed cognitive work, i.e., communities of learners, conceptual learning conversations, and knowledge building communities. Instructional designers are in the initial stages of exploring the commonalities and discontinuities between the varieties of CSCL activities in AAIU

1. INTRODUCTION
Teaching is a process of conveying ideas to students. Good teaching means, mostly, more effective communication between learners. The prerequisite has been due to the fact that because teachers “maybe” have studied ideas longer, they understand them better and are therefore better able to communicate them. Other requirements, which are important to control, are that the strategies and methods we use are empirically based and validated. Whatever, the level of distance education or teaching organization, many factors make teaching a distance education course different from teaching in a traditional classroom. When using the technology tools the material should be developed from a good point of learning theories (Mkrttchian and Kljajić, 2004).

Cultural and ethical aspects, between different countries, can also be taken into consideration in this paradigm discourse. For example, in Armenia or in Germany some aspects of open ended strategies are being used within the higher educational system. Furthermore, if we wish to develop open global learning environments, we should also take these approaches (the cultural- and the ethical aspects) in to consideration. Designing a learning environment begins by trying identifying to what is to be learned and reciprocal the real world situations in which the activity occurs. When designing a course we need to consider several related aspects. For example, first we need to be clear in specifying our objectives. Secondly, we need to structure the modules of presentation with attractive design. The language should be appropriate and clearly defined and there must be an option for variety of questions and feedback. These aspects are crucial, since they are involved in assessing student's participation in these courses.

However, we need to be conscious about which aspects are suitable tools for these assessments (Mkrttchian and Brandt, 2002-2006).

2. DESIGNING A DISTANCE EDUCATION SYSTEM
Information- and communications technology (ICT) provides us with a better prerequisite for open distance learning. Maybe a better word is flexible learning. In this constructivist approach the education would be considered as communication between people in terms of problem solving issues. In this context, in the future, the educational approach would be more learning- than teaching based. The new generations ICT-tools have been developing by considering new prerequisite for the new type of learning environment. For example, we can use the ICT-tools in a traditional educational situation, in campus environments, as well as in distance education. Furthermore, we probably are going to use an automatic e-learning system, the fifth generation of distance education1, a form of intelligent tutoring system (ITS). In this context, in the future, the educational approach would be more learning- than teaching based. The role of the instructor would be reduced. I would like to say concerning this form of tutoring systems that we can compare IT’S with a very sophisticated form of computer assisted instruction (CAI). If this paradigm can get our acknowledgment is another issue. Sometimes we referred to as intelligent computer assisted instruction when we argue for intelligent tutoring systems. Intelligent tutoring systems is not new phenomena it has the origin from the 80th and where developed throughout by artificial intelligence (AI). By introducing the fifth generation of an intelligent flexible learning model into a meaningful conceptual learning framework, it might be worthwhile to review briefly certain features of the previous generation of distance education. One issue that might be of interest to
discuss is whether a student should be given an answer directly through the computer instead of through an instructor. I am however not convinced (with Dr. Brandt) that this would be the right way to develop the distance education and the scope of this paper is beyond this issue. Further, we must be carefully when we implement the above mentioned psychological approaches in a design phase concerning distance education. Although the behaviourists maintain that knowledge may be derived. Distance educational operations have evolved through the following four generations: first, the Correspondence Model based on print technology; second, the Multi-media Model, based on print, audio and video technologies; third, the Tele learning Model based on applications of telecommunications technologies to provide opportunities for synchronous communication; and fourth, the Flexible Learning Model based on on-line delivery via Internet and through the conditioned process for Skinner's learning machine or Bandura's social learning processing, within the process of learning environments have we feel dubious about the conversation. CAI represents learning from computers where the computer is programmed to teach the student directly. Furthermore, this instruction technique was concentrated towards mathematical problems. Drills were based on behaviourist beliefs about the reinforcement of the stimulus-response activity. A question I would like to discuss is (with Dr. Brandt): are we going to a more behaviourist approach in this form of learning environments there computers been using as artefacts? A possible answer could be that the sophisticated system we wish to develop is very expensive and therefore not so easy to do the way we desire. A largely university has other possibilities of having a system there a high level to distribute all kinds of learning material is possibly, i.e., streaming video, interactive web based material and high collaboration between the students. If you do not have an economically framework to develop or bye large distance education system, you must be pleased over systems as not are so collaboratively. The constructors or team of learning systems have a large challenge to develop good systems to reasonable costs. We can still see several Web-platforms using behaviourist ideas about knowledge construction. Naturally, we have more sophisticated ideas about behaviourist learning methods within our era. The controls of learning processes are still within the teacher's area. If we wish to change this context the designers must think in other ways and open up for more “non traditional environments” (for example, open learning communities, computer supported collaborative learning environments and computer supported cooperative works environments) (Mkrttchian and Petrosyan, 2004).

3. EDUCATIONAL CONCEPTS AND MODEL’S

We should also create structures so that the groups open up for cooperation. Constructivist epistemology assumes that learners construct their own knowledge on the basis of interaction with their environment. Four epistemological assumptions are essential for what we refer to as "constructivist learning".

Epistemological assumptions:
- Knowledge is **physically** constructed by learners who are involved in active learning.
- Knowledge is **symbolically** constructed by learners who are making their own representations of action.
- Knowledge is **socially** constructed by learners who convey their experience making to others.
- Knowledge is **theoretically** constructed by learners who try to explain things they don't completely understand.

Providing a new situation in an educational system require more flexibility. This suggests that they (i.e., the Universities, Universities Colleges, and other educational establishments) should be able to create a more flexible atmosphere. Thus they need to attract the students and newly emerged groups; those who were earlier lacking the possibilities of education, particularly within the university environment. The management of distance education institutions and the administration of programs is a complex issue. At institutional and governmental levels there is need for new policies to support the development of distance educational programs, units, institutions, and other consortia, and there is also need for procedures to make such policies. The constructivist view can be helpful in creating a meaningful learning environment and is necessarily in order to engage oneself in a different kind of thinking. From this follows that, we must consider the ways that we teach and the ways that educators could use the technology to engage students, in order to achieve the objectives, especially within the distance educational system. Furthermore, the student should have the possibility of studying independent of time and space. Another important aspect of this viewpoint is that students should be able to control their process of learning. The student, from her/his own experience will be able to construct her/his own knowledge. Thus, a student should be able to teach himself, what he or she would wish to learn (the content) and the way in which this should be accomplished (the method). We have now noticed an overwhelming interest among the researchers concerning pragmatic approach of a constructivist viewpoint, particularly in the area of flexible learning. This means that flexibility should also be taken into consideration concerning the aspects of instructional design technique when the courses or materials are being developed. Furthermore, we need to find models for how the techniques (ICT) could be implicated when the courses and the materials are distributed on-line (Mkrttchian and Petrosyan, 2004).

In this discourse, the constructivist view, I am mainly focusing on my (All Armenian Internet University) research. Mkrttchian explicatively discussed the relevance of constructivist approach in learning. For example, the structure of a learning process is explicitly connected to theoretical foundations of learning environments. According to Jonassen, the process is as follows: when learners articulate what they have learned and reflect on the processes and decisions that were entailed by the process, they understand more and better, and are able to use their constructed knowledge in new situations. Mkrttchian's model explains the requirements for the interactions within
the field of meaningful learning. It is evident that learning is a complicated process, which contains many interacting ingredients. Within this process we focus on five characteristic attributes in terms of meaningful learning, see also. The notion of an active learner originates from the work of Dietrich Brandt who advocated for learning by doing. Learning is a natural, adaptive human process. Real learning requires active learners, people engaged by a meaningful task in which they manipulate objects and the environment in which they are working. Dietrich Brandt (University of Technology) advocates following. The first key strategy is to identify the innovators in the organization, the small number of people who exist at every level who are interested in change. These people, if we can find them, should be helped with money, time, and external assistance to organize themselves, to develop a consensus of ideas and strategies for developing education in the organization. Even if I like the statement, I don't agree (with Dr. Brandt) (Mkrttchian and Yolchyan, 2004)

4. THE PROPOSED eLEARNING AND SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE

A great deal of recent research has shown that learning tasks that are situated in an authentic meaningful real-world task or simulated in case-, project-, and [or] PBL environments are not only better understood, but are also more consistently transferred to new situations. Collaboration mostly requires conversation among participants. Learners should be accountable for their own knowledge, so even if you agree with the collaborative learning principles, the hardest part of applying for your beliefs will be assessing learners. I discussed above the creation of structures where the groups open up for collaboration.

In this respect, we are to consider the assignments created together within the group. I am convinced that the collaboration in groups should be a way to have better control over the dropouts in the system. Furthermore, as we could establish before, the interaction and collaboration are explicitly focused in Mkrttchian’s model. In this context, where the knowledge of the context is transferred to the student, we need to be aware of the following: Using a constructivist model in the distance educational system, we require cooperation among participants. Furthermore, we need to be more aware of how and in what way these structures or modules are created. It is however important to remember that we must be aware of prerequisites of an environment where the cognitive structures of the process of learning are growing.

Thus, the constructivist perspective needs these characteristic aspects in order to generate the knowledge within the learning activities. Together with these perspectives we need to crystallize a better technology and a greater cost-effectiveness as well. For example, the fixed costs of a distance educational system tend to be higher than those of the conventional university, while the variable or direct cost per student usually is lower. And of course, in distance education, the more students take the course, the lower the average cost of the course. For more discussion around costs and economical frameworks; see. I am (with Dr. Brandt) convinced that this economical point will play a major role in our academic renewal at the beginning of the 21st century (Mkrttchian 2002-2007)

CONCLUSIONS

- To conclude the social constructivist theory provides a different view of analyzing learning processes and outcomes for the purpose of designing instructions. Rather than focusing on knowledge content, it focuses on the activities in which people are engaged, i.e., the social and contextual relationship among the collaborators in those activities, the goals and intentions and the objects or outcomes of those activities; e.g.
- A meaningful learning might be created when technologies engage learners in these structures. Furthermore, with the ICT-tools, we could create good opportunities to transmit these structures within the distance educational system. On the other hand, good
teaching cannot be reduced to technique and technological innovations.
- The professional skill comes from the identity, integrity, and good knowledge of the teacher or the instructor.
- When the ICT is to be used in a more extended approach within distance learning environments, we should also take into consideration the above mentioned viewpoint.
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